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Detroit Flaggers, June 2&3, 2023  

Red flag and flashing red light panel, halfway from turn 7 to Turn 8. 
 
Most of the carnage was at just a few hotspots.  I got to witness a few. 



The RenCen is so tall, that it can be seen, like this, from most of the De-
troit course.   
 
Fans watched from various levels in the big parking building at right. 



I have several pics of the START stand, but they are all telephoto views, 
like this one. On this page, the TRANSAM cars are shown the green, 
while the guy in black uses his phone (for vids of pics?)  There were a 
lot of cars, so it took a while. 



The guys at the turn 5 station, above, watching toward 4 and 6.  After 
the ice in the cooler-bag melts, it tends to be poured out, as long as it 
flows away from the track and where we stand.  The team at the station 
below are facing each other, but one is partly hidden.  They are closer to 
turn 4. 



The station here is partway up the hill toward turn 6.   



Yet another red flag and red signal light. Nice folding flag stand! 



In 3 days of walking past flag stations, I did not see anyone use a num-
ber board / meatball flag (to warn a driver that his car was falling apart!) 



The IMSA sedans tend to race close to the car beside them.  This can 
knock off a mirror or two.  Here are 2 Friday souvenirs from near turn 7.   



Below are the early arrivals at the SCCA dinner party on Friday after the 
track went cold.  It would soon be full of happy, hungry volunteers. 



The food and party location were great.  The racer-turned-cooks from 
past years were replaced by this pro cook and his helpers. 



Bill and Doug spoke to us again on Saturday morning. 



Bill presented awards to the flag teams who handled busy turns 1 & 3. 



Bill hands out more ‘exemplary service awards” to the busiest teams. 





Doug spoke then invited questions.  Ted posed one, below. 





Climbing aboard the shuttle trucks on Saturday morning. 



Patrick in the load-up zone in case anyone had a question.  Sue is riding 
‘shotgun’ in the yellow van. 



Early Saturday Morning on the 7-8 straight.  Laying out equipment and 
applying sun screen. 



Cindy, Gary and Ed at turn 8. 



The driver of the IndyCar medical intervention car got out to speak with 
us for a while, when she arrived at 8.   



IndyCar’s safety teams, in place at 8.   



One of the dozens of cars each day to use the run-off lane at 8. 



The view of turn 8’s safety teams, from high above. 



 



Another session is interrupted with a red flag below. 



This team flags the cars as they are braking for turn 8.   
 
The turn close to the apex observes and signals this team.   
 
One of the cylindrical RenCen towers glistens in the bright sunlight. 



Foam pads cushion the feet in the sea of cables at station 5, below. 



Racer not hugging the wall under the double yellow flags above. 
Steve and Bob at work at turn 9, below. 



The view of the turn 7-8 flag team from behind the spectator wall. 



While our ice & water cooler was resupplied, Gary posed, hugging a half
-bag of ice.   



Being far too tall for the flagging window can lead to solutions like this.  
Polyethylene foam cylinders and pads can ease the load on the knees. 
Below, the flaggers wave to the TransAm racers on their cool-off lap. 





Except for otherwise-attributed material, all other photos and text in this issue 
produced by David Grant.  We hope you enjoyed them.   

Copyright  2023  D. Grant 

 

Comments & Stories with Pics are always welcome!! 
You can write to us at raceofficials@gmail.com 

 

Sportscar Enthusiast @raceofficials is on Twitter & Facebook.  
Search for “raceofficials” and you will find us.   

Please click Like, Follow & Share.   

Thanks!  

Late on Saturday, tall 
buildings provided wel-
come shade to some of 
the flag stations.   
 
The red-shirt team at 8 
retrieved this 10” lump 
of melted TransAm tire 
rubber from the course. 


